One can see by the previous page and the drawing, that the Earth Orbíts

around the Sun on its Axis, which is referenced as Magnetic North. It is
this direction that the Needle of a Compass will point to.
ln my thinking, as much as our' Ancetors wrote about Magnetic North and the lnfinitesimal amount it changes each Solar' Year',
the White Man who leases land, leases land only that which can be found in a Survey using the Magnetic North. The Indian
loses land under this system. One example is the City of Salamanca, New York which is 7 times larger then the
U.S.Congressional Lease. The Indian only gets paid for the original size of the lease while the oversize becomes personal
property of those that have buinlt homes on it.
Next, we have True North which are Poles, and it is this point that
become the Axis for the Earth to revolve one complete turn every Zh hours
08219 seconds. In this same period of TINE. the Earth will have travèlecl
l,599,869.6 miles which is almost 6 times the distance to the Moon.
w if we were to pick a TIM? within these 2b hours, The North Pole
would stent a greater 1\'îag;netic pull by facing the Sun for 12 hours and
then start to decrease this Magnetic Pull and almost reach a Negnetic
Repel Force because oí' the South Pole for the next 12 hours.
The HELE for Magnetism remains the same. Oppòsîtes forces attract
while the same forces repel. If’ the North Pole is a positive force, then
the energy coming; from the Sun is a negative force.
The science of Magnetic Flux is what causes TIME coming from the
Sun to wind, twist, and bind to bend because of Positive Flux to increase,
then decrease and almost permit Negative forces to increase.
The law which can be applied here, because Ancient Indians state
that each oí' these energys or strands or currents coming from the Sun
have l2 individual powers, which have been na_med(when one opens their eyes
Billions of these strands maketup our vìsíon)the theory of CURRENTS/cmg/sec
which increases or decreases according to the direction, can be applied.
..
~So, it is not a SERPENT, but TIME influenced/Positive and Negative
magentic Flux. ' » A

